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### Changes to Functionality and Configuration

**Access to Student Study Package Search**

It has come to our attention that this key search grid had not been included in the Enrolments 4 base role. The Student Study Package Search is a great starting point for any data extraction exercise as it contains basic search information, such as:

- Student ID
- Name details
- Study package information
- Stage and Status information
- Org Unit details

Although the search was available via the look-up in the Student Study Package screen, users with Enrolments 4 will now have direct access and an increased row limit for this grid.

**Improvements to Student Portal, Application to Study Away form (RHD students only)**

The following improvements have been made to the Study Away student form:

- Where a student receives an error message relating to having entered more than the allowable 500 characters in the Reason Notes, Supervision Arrangements or Additional Student Notes fields, they are now able to correct the issue and then submit the application. This fixes the bug that was reported in ISIS Update Issue No 23.

**Updates to Offer Letter template**

As of today, you may notice minor changes to the layout of enrolment information in the local letter template along with a number of changes to the international offer letter.
Updates to existing reports / grids
- Subject and Class List has been updated with new fields to assist with identifying students in particular classes and subjects
- Enrolment Tracking Report has been updated with clearer titles of fields to make the grid more intuitive
- Detailed Application Search has been updated with new fields – the Student’s Country of Citizenship and Study Package Title have been added.
- Student Credit Summary Report - The First Half Year and Second Half Year load calculations (for 2010 data) has now been added to the Student Credit Summary Search grid. This means that you can now search for the load calculations of non-current students (including those that have recently been set to Completed / Passed as of the end of the year). The criteria have been added to both the selection criteria and the grid.
- Reward Rank Order report – incorrect age break issue has now been fixed
- Application Summary Sheet Crystal Report has been updated with User requirement reassessment
- RHD Students by Organisation Unit Search - Students enrolled previous to 2005 have now been included.

Work on improving ISIS Performance
We are continuing to work closely with TechnologyOne to achieve incremental improvements to ISIS performance. This week we have made two significant changes to the Production database and early indications are that the Student Record Card is running faster as of this morning, particularly when generated in bulk.

Did You Know About?

Students enrolled non-assessed Exchange, Study Abroad or Cross-Institutional placeholder subjects.
The bulk process to set all non-assessed placeholder subjects for these programs to Completed / Passed was run last night. This means that these subjects should be moved off-plan and replaced with Advanced Standing as appropriate. Students enrolled in their last subjects can have their Study Plans set to Completion Approved and will automatically be updated to Completed / Passed as long as the Advanced Standing covers all of the remaining points required.

This information is part of established business processes for enrolments and included in the ISIS online help under Enrolments, Appendix 6.
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